CpG island clusters and pro-epigenetic selection for CpGs in protein-coding exons of HOX and other transcription factors
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CpG dinucleotides contribute to epigenetic mechanisms by being the only site for DNA methylation in mammalian somatic cells. They are also mutation hotspots and ~5-fold depleted genomewide. We report here a study focused on CpG sites in the coding regions of Hox and other transcription factor genes, comparing methylated genomes of Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, and Danio rerio with nonmethylated genomes of Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans. We analyzed 4-fold degenerate, synonymous codons with the potential for CpG. That is, we studied "silent" changes that do not affect protein products but could damage epigenetic marking. We find that DNA-binding transcription factors and other developmentally relevant genes show, only in methylated genomes, a bimodal distribution of CpG usage. Several genetic code-based tests indicate, again for methylated genomes only, that the frequency of silent CpGs in Hox genes is much greater than expectation. Also informative are NCG-GNN and NCC-GNN codon doublets, for which an unusually high rate of G to C and C to G transversions was observed at the third (silent) position of the first codon. Together these results are interpreted as evidence for strong "pro-epigenetic" selection acting to preserve CpG sites in coding regions of many genes controlling development. We also report that DNA-binding transcription factors and developmentally important genes are dramatically overrepresented in or near clusters of three or more CpG islands, suggesting a possible relationship between evolutionary preservation of CpG dinucleotides in both coding regions and CpG islands.
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CpG dinucleotides are of special interest for several reasons. In somatic cells of mammals and other vertebrates, cytosine DNA methylation is almost entirely in CpGs (1, 2) and is an epigenetic mechanism essential for normal development (3, 4). The C in CpGs is highly mutable, with C to T (and complementary G to A) transversion. It is usually methylated in CpGs, and the formation of 5-methylcytosine (5mC). Deamination of 5mC then leads to enhanced mutagenesis (5, 6). Most likely for this reason the frequency of CpGs in the mammalian genome is on average ~5-fold below expectation based on genome-wide nucleotide composition. Importantly, some regions of the genome are not methylated CpGs and, if >200 bp, are called CpG islands (CGIs) (7, 8). As a hallmark feature, CGIs are usually unmethylated. However, some CGIs show tissue-specific methylation, and much evidence indicates that methylated CpG sites (mCpG) in promoters, enhancers, and other regulatory regions do play an essential role in embryonic development, gene imprinting, and X chromosome inactivation (3, 9, 10). For the above reasons there have been numerous studies of CpGs in promoters (11, 12). Over 50% of promoters are in CGIs and there is a strong inverse correlation, especially in cancer (13), between promoter CpG methylation and transcription. Much evidence indicates that methylated CpG-rich promoters are locked in the off state (3, 14).

The focus of this paper is different. We have investigated CpG usage in protein-coding regions. In coding regions a different system seems to be at work. Although on average 5-fold depleted in frequency, those CpGs within genes tend to be highly methylated (15), and it is now clear that such methylation not only is compatible with transcription but also may be positively correlated with transcription level (10, 14, 15). The biological significance of intragenic CpG methylation is only beginning to be appreciated and its impact on gene expression and development is still poorly understood. Furthermore, it remains unclear in general whether there is (and, if so, how strong) a link between epigenetic marking via methylation of CpGs in genes coding regions and major factors of evolution, mutations and natural selection. We have addressed these questions by comparing CpG-associated nucleotide frequencies in coding regions of Hox genes and Hox-like genes in methylated vs. nonmethylated genomes. Previous reports of tissue-specific intragenic CpG methylation of Hox clusters with possible contribution to their epigenetic regulation (16, 17) influenced this choice, as did our suggestion that epigenetic silencing should enhance the rate of evolution by gene duplication (18–20). We focused our study on synonymous variability of CpG dinucleotides in coding regions. The advantage of studying CpGs in protein-coding regions, not regulatory regions, is the opportunity to use the genetic code (Fig. 1) in the special way described below.

Methylation of cytosines makes mCpGs of both strands hypermutable (5, 6). The most frequent mutation is a T→T that, in the coding strand, appears as a CpG→TpG transition and, if in the transcribed strand, is converted (in one round of replication) into a complementary CpG→CpA transition on the coding strand. Also, CpGs represent a potential site for epigenetic regulation by methylation and therefore could be under surveillance of selection. It should be noted that preservation of CpGs over evolutionary time can be by direct selection for CpG or/and by indirect selection for hypomethylation in the germ line, such as may be the case for CGIs. For coding regions, one would expect to reveal either type of pro-epigenetic selection by studying synonymous mutations in CpGs. They do not change protein products of the gene but could alter RNA structure or epigenetic marking.

By the genetic code (Fig. 1), there are two kinds of synonymous changes in CpG sites: One affects G in the third position of NCG codons, and the other affects the C in CpG sites formed by neighboring codons, NNC followed by GNN. For brevity, we call both of these silent G- or silent C-containing sites silent CpGs. If selection preserves them for some epigenetic purpose, we would predict that the codons NCG and NNC followed by GNN would be overrepresented when compared with their synonymous variants.
Clear many transcription factor genes are present in D. melanogaster (Fig. S1), with DNA-binding factors showing a more pronounced Class of transcription factor genes shows the bimodal distribution pattern. The protein-coding regions show a similar distribution, indicating that the transcription factors that regulate this type of analysis show a general, distinctive difference between methylated and nonmethylated genomes. In contrast to vertebrates, the nonmethylated genomes do not show compartmentalization into high and low CpG classes when 4d codon analysis is applied to protein-coding regions.

**Results**

**Bimodal Distribution and Preservation of CpGs in Hox and Other Transcription Factor Coding Regions.** To enable genome-wide study of CpG depletion or preservation in protein-coding regions, we made use of 4d codons. As shown in Fig. 1, there are eight amino acids encoded by 4d codons: Leu, Val, Ser, Pro, Thr, Ala, Arg, and Gly. We calculated CpGnorm as a measure of observed CpG usage relative to that expected in synonymous codons, with values closer to 1.0 indicating preservation (Materials and Methods). Note that CpGnorm is normalized for, and independent of, G+C content and applies only to coding regions.

As shown in Fig. 2, most H. sapiens genes are distributed around CpGnorm = 0.32, consistent with the known (21) depletion of CpG in the entire genome (see below). However, there is a tail to larger values, and H. sapiens Hox genes are quite different, centered around CpGnorm = 0.8. Moreover, the distribution for all homeodomain-containing genes is clearly bimodal, with about half being similar to the Hox distribution. A high CpGnorm distribution pattern is not unique to homeodomain-containing genes. The entire class of transcription factor genes shows the bimodal distribution (Fig. S1), with DNA-binding factors showing a more pronounced shift to high CpGnorm. Clearly many transcription factor genes are similar to the Hox family in the preservation of CpGs in coding regions. However, a closer analysis of DNA-binding factors reveals that, in contrast to Hox and other homeodomain-containing proteins, zinc finger proteins, which are extremely common mammalian transcription factors, are indistinguishable from the whole genome distribution (Fig. 2).

The preservation of CpG dinucleotides in 4d codons is most pronounced in the region of Hox genes that overlap with CGIs, although there is some preservation (CpGnorm = 0.6) even outside of CGIs (Fig. S2). Fig. 2B and Fig. S3 show CpGnorm analysis of other organisms. It is clear that Drosophila melanogaster and Caenorhabditis elegans are quite different from H. sapiens, Mus musculus, and Danio rerio, with a unimodal distribution of CpGnorm centered close to 0.86 and showing little difference between all genes and Hox genes. Thus, this type of analysis shows a general, distinctive difference between methylated and nonmethylated genomes. In contrast to vertebrates, the nonmethylated genomes do not show compartmentalization into high and low CpG classes when 4d codon analysis is applied to protein-coding regions.

**Estimation of CpG Depletion in Methylated Genomes.** Using the CpGdepl measure (Materials and Methods), we find that the depletion of silent CpGs in Human Hox genes is very small, CpGdepl = 1.2, in contrast to the entire coding part of the genome for which the silent CpGs are ~3-fold underrepresented (CpGdepl = 3.1). The latter result is lower than the overall-genome (~5-fold) underrepresentation. The reason is that in any silent CpG dinucleotide from gene coding regions, only one of two nucleotides.
either G or C, is prone to a silent mutation in contrast to introns or intergenic regions. The correct, per site, estimate of CpG depletion is roughly two times larger, meaning that for most genes underrepresentation of silent CpGs in the protein-coding region is virtually the same as in the whole genome. The Hox and other transcription factors are notably different.

**Excess of NCG Codons Indicates Preservation of Silent CpGs in Coding Regions of Vertebrate Hox Genes.** Four amino acids, Ser, Pro, Thr, and Ala (colored blue in Fig. 1), have CpG-containing NCG codons with a “silent” G at the third position. Four other quartets (Leu, Val, Arg, and Gly) (colored green in Fig. 1) serve as controls because none of their codons contain silent CpGs. Fig. 3A shows variations in usage of 4d codons in *H. sapiens* Hox genes measured in percent with respect to their average genome values; positive and negative values mean their over- and underrepresentation, respectively. For Hox genes, all 4d codons ending with C or G are somewhat overrepresented, perhaps for reasons discussed in the next section. But beyond this, NCG codons are in obvious excess, which is suggestive of selection. Fig. 3B shows data for 39 randomly chosen genes, the same number as in the *Hox* gene family (Table S1). No preference for synonymous codons is seen in this control.

In sharp contrast to *H. sapiens*, *D. melanogaster* does not show a difference between Hox genes and the entire genome (Fig. 3C). The same striking differences were seen in other comparisons of methylated vs. nonmethylated genomes: rodent *M. musculus* and fish *D. rerio* vs. nematode *C. elegans* (Fig. S4).

Importantly, the preference of NCG codons seen for Hox genes of *H. sapiens* (Fig. 3A), *M. musculus*, and *D. rerio* (Fig. S4) is not due to a bias in nucleotide composition. First, if we assume that selection prefers not silent CpGs but simply G or C at the third codon position, then we should observe the same pattern of usage for control 4d codons (not CpG containing) of Leu, Val, Arg, and Gly. This is clearly not the case (Fig. 3). Second, in coding regions of *H. sapiens* Hox genes, the third position of 4d codons does show a strong bias to G or C (78 ± 1%) (Table S2). However, for complete genes (exons plus introns) and entire Hox clusters (with intergenic regions also included), the G or C bias is significantly smaller: 55 ± 4% and 52 ± 1%, respectively. This result suggests that the bias to C or G at the third position of 4d codons specifically characterizes Hox coding regions rather than the local genome regions where these Hox genes reside. Third, if codon usage in Hox genes were determined by the nucleotide frequencies, one would observe an excess of the NCC over NCG codons inasmuch as C is more frequent than G at the third position of all 4d codons in Hox genes: 45 ± 5% C vs. 33 ± 6% G (Table S2). Opposite to expectation, silent G clearly prevails over silent C in codons for Ser, Ala, Pro, and Thr, suggesting that the strong bias of codon usage in Hox genes is associated with CpG sites rather than with the G+C content. This result in turn suggests that the observed relatively high frequency of C in the third codon position of mammalian Hox genes (Fig. 3A and Fig. S4) may reflect formation of the CpG with the next codon, i.e., the GCC-NNN configuration.

**CGA and CGG Codons.** These CpG-containing codons are of particular interest because C→A transversions convert them into the non-CpG codons AGA and AGG still coding for the same amino acid, arginine (Fig. 1). The hypothesis of selection maintaining mCpGs along the gene body predicts an excess of CG-containing codons over their AGA and AGG synonyms in CpG-methylated genomes but not in non-CpG–methylated genomes. As in the previous case with NCG codons (Fig. 3 and Fig. S4), we estimated variations in usage of these arginine codons in Hox genes relative to their usage in entire genomes. The result turned out to be consistent with the prediction. In methylated human Hox genes, AGA and AGG are underrepresented (−54.6 ± 7.5% and −24.1 ± 7.2%, respectively) whereas CGC is overrepresented (+104.7 ± 12.9%). By contrast, in nonmethylated *Drosophila*, usage of arginine codons in Hox genes is virtually not different from their usage at a whole-genome level. This result again suggests that only in CpG-methylated genomes, selection preserves CGG and CGA codons from synonymous C→A transversions.

**Excess of NCC-GNN—NCG-GNN Transversions in Hox Coding Regions.** Usually, C→G/G→C transversions at CpG sites are rare compared with C→A/G→T transversions and especially C→T/G→A transitions. For example, in the TP53 tumor suppressor gene from *H. sapiens* cancers, silent G→C and C→G at CpG sites comprise only 10.5% in contrast to 32.6% of C→A/G→T and 56.9% of C→T/G→A (International Agency for Research on Cancer database). We find that for certain sequences in *Hox* genes these numbers are different. Fig. 4 illustrates the unique feature of NCC GNN sites; a C transversion at the third position of the first codon destroys an old CpG but at the same time creates a new CpG shifted only one position to the left. Mirror symmetrically, the same is true for a new CpG shifted to the right by a reverse G→C transversion in the NCC-GNN structure. In contrast, a C→G in a NCC codon (or, symmetrically, the reverse G→C in NCC) not followed by GNN creates (or eliminates) a CpG site without any compensatory change. Therefore, if selection preserves the CpG profile in coding regions of Hox genes, one would predict a significant increase of the C→G (G→C) frequency in the first case (NCC-GNN and NCG-GNN) and, on the contrary, a significant decrease of these transversions in the second case (NCC-HNN and NCG-HNN, H equals not G) compared with three other types of base substitutions. This difference is precisely what we observe for
aligned coding regions of *M. musculus* and *H. sapiens* *Hox* genes (see diagrams in Fig. 4). For example, C→T transitions decrease from 62 to 44% and C→G transversions increase from 24% to 38%.

**Hox and Other Transcription Factors Are Located in Clusters of CpG Islands.** Genome-wide analyses have shown that exons often overlap with CGIs (12), and the synonymous substitution rate of CpG-containing codons is substantially reduced in regions of overlap (10, 12, 22). We noticed that CGIs are distributed throughout the *Hox* A locus and often overlap with exons. This observation prompted an analysis of CGIs. To determine how CGIs are distributed in the genome, we developed an algorithm that enables an analysis of clustering (SI Text and Fig. S5). A CGI cluster is defined as a set of CGIs with distance between consecutive CGIs less than a given threshold (T). Genes belong to a CGI cluster if they totally or partially overlap with a CGI cluster. Consistent with the known nonrandom distribution of genes in the genome and the existence in the mammalian genome of isochores (23), defined as large regions of similar G+C content, we find that CGIs are not randomly distributed; instead they often occur in clusters. For example, the 11 *Hox* A genes are located in a large cluster of CGBs (Fig. S6). In fact, all of the *Hox* factors are located in CGI clusters of three or greater, a feature that, to our knowledge, has not previously been noted. Given this result, we asked what genes tend to be in CGI clusters. Table 1 and Table S3 shows Gene Ontology (GO) results for clusters of three or greater, with T = 10,000 bp and CGI length 500 bp. It is clear that transcription factors, especially DNA-binding transcription factors, are dramatically overrepresented (P value = 9 × e−66) in CGI clusters of three or greater. Another high-scoring category is “regulation of gene expression” (P value = 8 × e−20). Similar results were obtained for T = 5,000 and 15,000.

Promoters are known to be associated with CGIs, so one possibility to be considered is that the association with CGI clusters just reflects this fact. However, CGI-associated promoters are enriched for general housekeeping genes (12, 14, 24) and only weakly enriched for transcription factor and developmental genes (Table S3). When we subtract genes in CGI clusters from the gene ontology analysis of total CGI-associated genes, transcription factors and developmental genes no longer register as significantly enriched (Table S3). Thus, housekeeping genes are associated with single CGIs, but many genes involved with embryonic development, especially DNA-binding transcription factors, have a special relationship with CGI clusters.

**Discussion**

In this paper we focused on CpG dinucleotides in coding regions, and we made four main observations. First, genome-wide analysis of CpG abundance in 4d codons, normalized for G+C, gives a distribution in which most coding regions show the expected depletion (CpGnorm = 0.32), but ∼10% of protein-coding genes show much less depletion (CpGnorm > 0.6). These CpG-rich cases include *Hox* and other homeobox-containing genes. In contrast, coding regions of zinc finger-containing transcription factors are CpG poor (CpGnorm ≈ 0.27) (Fig. 2). Second, a more detailed analysis of CpG usage in *Hox* genes indicates that CpGs are strongly preserved in coding regions and this preservation does not depend on G+C content (Figs. 3 and 4). Third, the mammalian genome is organized so that a high percentage of DNA-binding transcription factors and genes involved in development are part of large regions marked by clusters of CGIs (Table 1). Fourth, organisms such as *D. melanogaster* and *C. elegans*, which do not have DNA methylation, do not show any of these features, suggesting that epigenetic marking of CGPs by DNA methylation is at the root of these differences (Figs. 2 and 3, Figs. S3 and S4). We conclude that the special preservation over evolutionary time of CpGs in a small portion (∼10%) of coding regions is due to pro-epigenetic selection. This selection can be due to either one or both of (i) a function(s) for *HmCpG* in some coding regions and (ii) protection from mutational depletion, for example, by hypomethylation in the germ line.

**Pro-epigenetic Selection.** Undoubtedly, methylated *HmCpG* are major marks for epigenetic regulation, affecting chromatin structure and gene regulation. Until very recently, one would assign these functions mainly to the *HmCpG* of noncoding DNA (promoters, enhancers, insulators, etc.). However, several findings suggest that mCpG in gene bodies has a function(s). First, recent genome-wide methylation studies revealed a positive correlation between transcription levels and gene-body methylation levels (2, 10, 14, 25). Second, by comparing *M. musculus* and *H. sapiens* genomes, Medvedeva et al. (22) found that the synonymous substitution rate of CpG-containing codons is substantially reduced where protein-coding exons overlap CGIs. Third, the sea squirt *Ciona intestinalis* has a genome about equally divided between methylated and unmethylated domains, with most gene bodies in the methylated domain (10). Fourth, the DNA of the honey bee, *Apis mellifera*, contains methylated DNA and Elango et al. have found that its genome is equally divided into high-CpG and low-CpG classes (26). These authors suggested that exons are the primary target of DNA methylation and found that the high-CpG genes in *A. mellifera* are enriched for genes associated with developmental processes. Finally, our detailed analysis of codon usage in developmentally important *Hox* genes clearly establishes that CpGs in these protein-coding regions are in some way preserved from mutational depletion.

CpG usage in coding regions could affect RNA structure stability, so this reason for preservation cannot be ruled out. Kondrashov et al. (27) calculated that synonymous sites are under weak selection for G and C. But the strong selection we find for *Hox* genes suggests something more. Bird and his colleagues proposed that methylation of CpGs within CpG-rich coding regions, such as found in the sea squirt, may reduce inappropriate

### Table 1. Top five enriched Gene Ontology (GO) terms for genes overlapping with CpG island clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GO accession</th>
<th>GO biological process term</th>
<th>Enrichment P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO:0043565</td>
<td>Sequence-specific DNA binding</td>
<td>3.593 9.1e-66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0007389</td>
<td>Pattern specification process</td>
<td>3.191 6.11e-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0007420</td>
<td>Brain development;</td>
<td>2.971 8.98e-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009700</td>
<td>Transcription factor activity</td>
<td>2.700 3.33e-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0009790</td>
<td>Embryonic development</td>
<td>2.628 4.74e-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For a complete list see Table S3.
transcription (10). Also noncoding RNAs of intragenic origin could function as antisense or as precursors of miRNAs; that is, they could be an important part of complicated systems regulating gene expression during development. An antisense transcript of the M. musculus Hoxa11 gene is a particularly intriguing example (28). Transcripts produced from the antisense strand overlap the gene. Repression of the antisense transcript by the Hoxa11 protein or mutual strand-symmetric repression cannot be excluded as well (29, 30). Indeed, frequent C and/or G at the third position of codons on the coding (sense) strand could notably increase not only the 2D stability of mRNA but also the probability of long ORFs on the complementary (antisense) strand. For example, the antisense strand of HoxAll genes does have quite long reading frames for putative antisense protein(s) (28), although not that long as in the cases of actual sense–antisense coding (see, for example, ref. 31). At any rate, it is clear that these two, antisense- and mCpG-mediated, mechanisms are not alternative—they might both, in a mutually tuned manner, be involved in regulation of gene expression. Indeed, multiple methylated CpGs along the coding sequence would change the interface between the gene body and its regulators. Feedback self-regulation was suggested long ago (32) and is quite characteristic for the Hox genes (28).

The key regulators of Hox gene transcription are Polycomb group (PcG) proteins that belong to the zinc finger family. Remarkably, coding regions of zinc finger genes show a CpGnorm distribution that is similar to most coding regions and in sharp contrast with Hox genes (Fig. 2). Indeed, it looks as if silent CpGs are under surveillance of a particularly strong pro-epigenetic selection in coding regions of the genes that not only regulate transcription of functionally subordinate genes but are themselves targets for such regulation. Further in silico studies of entire gene networks of transcription factors are required to find out how common is this difference in the CpGnorm distribution (a signature of pro-epigenetic selection) between gene regulators and gene targets of regulation. Genes in CGI clusters are of interest in this regard.

Some regions are protected from methylation. Promoters have been most studied in this regard. The majority of promoters are contained within CGIs and are relatively rich in CpG, comprising the HCG class noted by Saxonov et al. (12). Most HCG promoters are not methylated in somatic cells and, although experimental data are limited, are commonly thought also to be unmethylated in the germ line. CGIs of vertebrates, which have a relatively small effective population size. The duplication event may stimulate epigenetic silencing (ES) of excessive gene copies to reduce possible dosage-based and/or other expression imbalance caused by the duplication. It should be noted that if the duplicates are identical, ES does not need to distinguish them, but may just stochastically affect one or the other. Importantly, silencing is reversible; therefore, in a different tissue, in a stage of development, or even in the next generation, ES may affect the other twin gene. Either way, stochastic epigenetic silencing makes visible to selection first one duplicate and then the other, and this is all that is needed to preserve them both. The important point is that selection must be applied soon after duplication to avoid degradation of the duplicate to a nonfunctional pseudogene. This line of reasoning and the findings reported here suggest that CpG methylation, including exonic methylation, may favor the retention of duplicates by aiding the rapid emergence of tissue-specific expression soon after duplication. This idea again suggests that the intragenic CpGs studied in this paper could be involved in developmentally important regulatory circuits, consistent with the observed pro-epigenetic selection.

Materials and Methods

The sequence data for protein-coding genes and information on Gene Ontology were retrieved from the Ensembl database v. 56 by custom Perl API scripts. The list of genes containing specific protein domain was also retrieved from the Ensembl database v. 56, using the appropriate InterPro entries. The gene alignment was in two steps: First we aligned the amino acid sequences using the MUSCLE release 3.6, and then from this amino acid sequence alignment we reconstructed the nucleotide one using a Perl script based on aa_to_dna.pl function included in BioPerl package release 1.6.0.

For statistical analysis of 4d codon variation within the corresponding quartets, we used the R software version 2.9.2. Primary data were retrieved from the Codon Usage Database at http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/. For each particular codon, we calculated its variation as $100 \times (U_h - U_o) / U_o$, where $U_h$ and $U_o$ are its frequencies (measured in percent, relative to the other three synonymous codons in the quartet) averaged for Hox genes ($U_h$) and the whole genome ($U_o$, respectively).

For simulation studies, the Hox gene replicas were generated using a custom Perl script that retains the same amino acid sequence but chooses the duplicates by aiding the rapid emergence of tissue-specific expression soon after duplication. This idea again suggests that the intragenic CpGs studied in this paper could be involved in developmentally important regulatory circuits, consistent with the observed pro-epigenetic selection.

Table S3). This result raises the possibility that clustering of CGIs is somehow part of the mechanism protecting some genes important for development from CpG methylation in the germ line but not in somatic cells.

Gene Regulation, Gene Duplication, and Evolution. The major transitions in evolution (34) seem to have been all crucially influenced by “soft” epigenetic inheritance (35, 36). In particular, the role of flexible epigenetic reactivation might be very critical in evolutionary survival of young gene duplicates (18–20). Apparently, the Hox genes are of interest in this regard (18–20).

There are several clusters of Hox genes in methylated genomes of vertebrates (e.g., clusters of Hox A, B, C, and D in mammals), but only one in nonmethylated genomes of invertebrates (e.g., Antennapedia–Bithorax cluster in D. melanogaster). Thus, each Hox gene is represented by several paralogs of closely related sequence and function in methylated genomes, in contrast to a single such gene in nonmethylated genomes. Presumably the clustering of structurally and functionally similar genes as well as presence of several such clusters is the result of gene and cluster duplications followed by divergence of function. Mathematical modeling has shown that tissue-specific epigenetic silencing and/or changes in expression greatly aid retention of functional duplicates (20), especially for organisms such as vertebrates, which have a relatively small effective population size. The duplication event may stimulate epigenetic silencing (ES) of excessive gene copies to reduce possible dosage-based and/or other expression imbalances caused by the duplication. It should be noted that if the duplicates are identical, ES does not need to distinguish them, but may just stochastically affect one or the other. Importantly, silencing is reversible; therefore, in a different tissue, in a stage of development, or even in the next generation, ES may affect the other twin gene. Either way, stochastic epigenetic silencing makes visible to selection first one duplicate and then the other, and this is all that is needed to preserve them both. The important point is that selection must be applied soon after duplication to avoid degradation of the duplicate to a nonfunctional pseudogene. This line of reasoning and the findings reported here suggest that CpG methylation, including exonic methylation, may favor the retention of duplicates by aiding the rapid emergence of tissue-specific expression soon after duplication. This idea again suggests that the intragenic CpGs studied in this paper could be involved in developmentally important regulatory circuits, consistent with the observed pro-epigenetic selection.
as postC, (ii) followed by G (preG), (iii) preceded by C and followed by G (postCpreG), and (iv) neither preceded by C nor followed by G (nonCpG). The first three are CpG-prone groups. In cases with multiple transcripts, we always selected for analyses the longest one. As an integral measure of selection acting in favor of silent CpGs despite their high mutability in methylated genomes, we used the $C_{\text{nonCpG}}$ index defined as the ratio of the observed numbers of CpGs in 4d CpG-prone sites of the gene ($C_{\text{Cpgpr}}$), divided by the number expected from postC and G in 4d nonCpG sites; i.e.,

$$C_{\text{Cpgpr}} = \frac{C_{\text{obs}}}{C_{\text{exp}}}$$

$$C_{\text{norm}} = \frac{C_{\text{obs}}}{C_{\text{exp}}} + \frac{N_{\text{preC}} \times f(G)_{\text{normCpG}}}{N_{\text{nonCpG}}} + \frac{N_{\text{postCpreG}} \times f(C)_{\text{normCpG}}}{N_{\text{nonCpG}}} + \frac{N_{\text{postCpreG}} \times f(G)_{\text{normCpG}}}{N_{\text{nonCpG}}}$$

where $N_{\text{postC}}, N_{\text{preC}},$ and $N_{\text{postCpreG}}$ are the total numbers of postC, preC, and postCpreG sites in the gene, and $f(C)_{\text{normCpG}}, f(G)_{\text{normCpG}}$ is the fraction of C (G) at non-CpG sites.

The reverse ratio, $C_{\text{Cpgpr}}/C_{\text{norm}}$, can be used as a measure of CpG mutational depletion, $C_{\text{depl}}$. In this case, we assume that the frequencies of C and G in non-CpG sites roughly reflect the frequencies of C and G at CpG sites in the ancestral state, before their methylation-induced hypermutability. The assumption seems reasonable because we use for estimation of both $C_{\text{norm}}$ and $C_{\text{depl}}$ only 4d codons in which all mutations at the third position are amino acid sequence neutral. Thus, if the silent CpG sites from blue codon quartets were not methylated, they would be mutagenically equipotent with the silent non-CpG sites from green codon quartets (Fig. 1).

A kernel density plot was used to represent the distribution of $C_{\text{norm}}$ for different sets of genes. The function “density” in the R package with default option was used to evaluate the kernel density.

For CGI cluster analysis, information on CGI location in each chromosome was retrieved from Ensembl database v. 57. CGI clusters are defined as described in SI Text. Genes belong to a CGI cluster if they totally or partially overlap with a CGI cluster. Overrepresented Gene Ontology categories were identified using Gene Ontology Statistics (GOSTat) bioinformatics software, applying Benjamini correction for multiple testing (37).

The complete list of $C_{\text{norm}}$ values can be obtained as a spreadsheet from S.B., S.N.R., or A.D.R.
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SI Text

**CpG Island Cluster Analysis.** We define a CGI cluster as a set of CGIs with distance between consecutive CGIs less than a given threshold \( T \) (Fig. S5). The distance between two CGIs is expressed as the number of bases between the last nucleotide in the preceding and the first nucleotide of the following element. A CGI cluster of size one corresponds to an isolated CGI. The total extension of a CGI cluster is defined by the positions of nucleotides at 5′ of the first CGI element and 3′ of the last CGI element.

**Simulation of CGI Cluster Distribution.** The distribution of CGI cluster for each human chromosome was simulated under the hypothesis that CGI elements were evenly spread with an average distance \( D \) being equal to what was observed in the corresponding chromosome. For each chromosome we simulate 1,000 replicas with the same number of CGIs present as in the real chromosome. The distance between consecutive CGI elements was obtained by sampling from an exponential distribution with mean value \( D \). Then we evaluated the CGI cluster distribution and (for each chromosome) the distribution of CGIs of different size as an average of the distributions found in the single simulation.

**Analytical Approximation of CGI Cluster Distribution.** Given a threshold \( T \), the analytical approximation of the CGI cluster distribution can be obtained under the assumption that the distance between consecutive elements follows an exponential distribution with average value \( D \).

The probability that the distance of two consecutive CGIs is less than a given threshold \( T \) is determined by the cumulative distribution function:

\[
p = F(T, D) = 1 - e^{-T/D}.
\]

Let us define \( P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_k \) as the probability that a CGI belongs to a cluster of size 1, 2, 3, \ldots, \( k \). Then the probability \( P_1 \) that the CGI is isolated would be

\[
P_1 = (1 - p)^2
\]

This is actually the probability that the CGI is positioned at the distance larger than \( D \) simultaneously from the previous and next elements (Fig. S5).

If the number of CpG islands present in the chromosome is \( N \), then (disregarding errors associated with the chromosome boundaries), the expected number of CGIs in clusters of size 1 (i.e., single CGIs) would be

\[
C_1 \approx P_1 N.
\]

Similarly, the probability \( P_2 \) that the CGI element belongs to clusters of size 2 is given by

\[
P_2 = p(1 - p)^2;
\]

and the expected number of CpG islands in clusters of size 2 would be

\[
C_2 \approx P_2 N - 1).
\]

By analogous iterating considerations, one can evaluate the probability and the expected CGI number in clusters of larger sizes.
Fig. S1. The frequency distributions of genes built in accordance with their CpG normalized value (Materials and Methods). Shown are different subsets of genes obtained according to their Gene Ontology or interpro database association (Materials and Methods). All curves are normalized to have area = 1.

Fig. S2. The frequency distributions of genes built in accordance with their CpG normalized value for different subversions of human Hox genes. The frequency distributions for coding portions overlapping or not overlapping with CpG islands are shown in blue and green, respectively. Also shown are the CpGnorm distributions for the entire coding portion of the Hox genes (red) and the whole human genome (black). All curves are normalized to have area = 1.
Fig. S3. The frequency distributions of genes built in accordance with their CpG normalized value (Materials and Methods) for *M. musculus* (a), *D. rerio* (b), and *C. elegans* (c). Interpro name IPR009057 for homeodomain-like genes was not available for *C. elegans*; therefore we used (as the closest subset) the homeobox genes IPR001356. All curves are normalized to have area = 1.

Fig. S4. Variation in usage of 4d codons in *M. musculus* (a), *D. rerio* (b), and *C. elegans* (c) Hox genes compared with the average genome values. Primary data were retrieved from the Codon Usage Database at [http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/](http://www.kazusa.or.jp/codon/). All abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 3.
Fig. S5. Schematic representation of CGI cluster.

Fig. S6. Observed (black), expected by simulation (red circles), and analytically approximated (red line) numbers of CpG islands in clusters of different sizes (Materials and Methods). Numbers of CGI clusters are represented in the logarithmic scale. Arrows indicate the largest CGI clusters overlapped with the corresponding Hox gene loci. Obviously, the observed CGI clusterization significantly exceeds the simulated and analytical ones obtained under the assumption of their randomness.

Table S1. List of the genes randomly chosen from the human genome for comparison with Hox genes
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Table S2. Nucleotides frequencies in silent sites of 4d codons calculated for human Hox gene clusters as opposed to the average genome-wide
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Table S3. Enriched GO terms in genes not overlapping with CpG islands (noCGI), in genes overlapping with CpG islands (CGI), in genes overlapping with CpG island clusters (CGIcl), and in genes overlapping with CGI but not belonging to CGIcl (CGI minus CGIcl)